
REVOLUTIONARY IN OUR MIDST
The other night Istvan Fehervary gave 

a speech at St. John's about the Hungarian 
Revolution and the part he played in it. Students, 
intellectuals (distinct classes), and workers, 
got together and decided to shirk the clutch 
of Soviet mind-managers. They'd been pinched 
and wedged into a slavish corner of existence, 
and so their fist waving desire for freedom 
bounded out violently. Istvan talked with 
a certain zestful fondness about the pleasures 
of freedom. The Himgarian grab for it in 
1956 xras, by the hands of a paranoid, territorial, 
stalking, sharp-pawed Soviet warden, like 
a reflex, quickly stomped. Thousands were 
killed, and thousands were imprisoned.

And Istvan lives such a lush, pleasure
laden life out of prison, too. Have you ever 
seen him roar down 1-25 in his Mercedes?
In those moments Istvan flaunts, struts his 
American freedom: it clogs your throat with 
a sentimental tear to see him enjoy himself 
so. America, the car says. Fast, sleek, stream
lined, chromed, energy-extravagant, jingoistic, 
an arrogant piece; mine. How many parties 
has Istvan thrown at his house for us students?
The whole house at such times is in fragrant
delicto, a beautiful place for theolfactorily ..
minded. One Jcnows at Istvan's house that 
good, full-throated living goes on inside. 
Barbecues, banquets, buffalo roasts. Meat, 
vdth Istvan, is ritual and romance. Istvan 
is generous as few people really are with 
their food. He glad hands you up to the elbow 
with it. He has the patent on salad-sorcery. 
Avocado, onion, radish, green olive and black 
pepper, black olive and green pepper, ham 
and salami and two handfuls of bristled anchovy, 
cheese. Istvan's food can make an empty stomach 
ping. And we all know that his Specially 
Alchemized Waltz-Party Killer Punch can make 
any brain buck and back-wash.

Yet, our Istvan has spent eight years 
of his life in Soviet and Hungarian prisons. 
Concentration camp, forced labor, torture, 
meager servings of food — these things should 
have starved Istvan's robust spirit. Someone 
asked him how he survived in the latter years 
of his imprisonment. He told the story of 
how he deftly extorted from one of his guards 
copies of newspapers which were forbidden 
to the prisoners. Istvan had some incriminating 
information on the guard and used it against 
him to lighten his load. Istvan and other 
prisoners were forced to work long dreary hours

in a button factory. Buttons! from daylight 
to dusk! Our Istvan! There were public 
— in the private fraternity of the interned — 
beatings, in which one's friends would be 
beaten to death in front of one's eyes.
This too, strangely, helped one to survive.
For if the totalitarian goon is careless 
enough to flagrantly dehumanize you, he can 
stir up a serviceable passion or two among 
those he dumps so joyfully upon. Anger, courage, 
a cunning plan for revenge, the steely stuff 
of revolt. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (the Soviet 
dissident) has often written that Christianity 
is as catchy among the imprisoned as the Siberian 
head cold. Istvan said likewise that this 
was one of the few tender pillows one could 
rest a head upon in the quarry.

One might think that Istvan's self-esteem 
would have been scuttled by his time in prison.
It happens. Istvan told us that civil life 
in Hungary even today is carried onvery tentatively. 
Itoat one says must be gauged according to 
a deadly and niggardly calculus of returns. 
Friendships are given or sold for paltry advancements. 
There are profitable motivations for the betrayal 
of confidences. Solzhenitsyn was put in jail 
for a razored remark about Stalin's mustache. —=—

Istvan's lecture was a real pleasure 
to listen to. First because it vras really 
very beautiful. Secondly, because Istvan 
is foolishly imderestimated by the people 
who meet him at the. college. His accent burrs 
the high, essential-edges of the language, 
and makes people think that his mind is a 
mushy Hungarian Noodle Bake. His lecture, 
for those not already converted, persuaded 
most of the people who heard it that he deserved 
a national ranking in MENSA. A number of 
Istvan's books about the revolution have already 
been printed, in Hungarian. They have been 
read over one of those International Radio 
Stations in the west and Istvan's book has 
proved to be very popular in Hungary. Istvan 
says that they should be printed in English 
by the end of the school year. Tney should 
be available in the bookstore then. Oh. Didn't 
I mention it? Istvan was an Olympian athlete.
But that is only a small leaf in the pages 
of Istvan Fehervary's hugely varied life.

— by Scott Cuthbert



THE KNORED: Why so few minorities?

The question is raised every so often and is 
usually shrugged off with an answer like, "Well, 
they're not really interested in this kind of stuff." 
The response is one of simplistic elitism and is 
hardly a true analysis of the situation; with a little 
serious thought one can see that the problem is 
much more complicated than this.
It is the mark of a small mind to catagorize people in 
such away; it is, essentially, judging the intellectual 
abilities and interests of a person by the color of 
their skin. Granted, given the structure of society 
there will be fewer minotities interested in a 
school such as this because few are able to attend 
college, and of these, most will find it necessary 
to attend a more "practical" school. However, it 
is simply not the case that so few minorities are 
drawn to this type of education as our population 
distribution would imply.

Less than of the student body is of a minority 
group, and this figure is higher than most other 
years. Yet one might still wonder if this is 
a bad thing at all, if there is really any need for 
a change. Perhaps st. John's is better off with 
a relatively homogeneous community dueto its size and 
ideals. It's hard enough as it is to understand 
what people are trying to say without having to 
add cultural differences, one might say, besides, 
people who are more or less alike tend to have 
common interests that contribute in working towards 
a common goal.

But in reconsidering this a little, one can also 
see that St. John's would benefit more from a 

■■tiivQggw!! ■atniderat body thairottiei -celtegeb wuultl;—= 
precisely because classroom structur| is based on 
the exchange of ideas. The greater the difference 
between students, the more diverse are the points 
of view expressed in class and the more work is 
recquired of a student to go beyond his o^m 

previously limited ideas to xinderstand those of 
a person from a different culture.
Ideally, learning at this school consists in gaining 
the ability to go beyond the limits that one had 
set for himself and the determination to devote 
oneself to things that may seem foreign and 
impossible at first. "Courage," says Mr. Cook,
"is what you're trying to learn herre. It's not 
just math or science, but the courage to stick 
with something until you've figured it out." If 
it can be done senior lab, it can certainly be 
accomplished across cultural barriers. Things 
might be difficult at first, since often people 
are only comfortable around others like them 
and feel threatened by seemingly foreign ideas 
and beliefs, but it is not an insurmountable 
obstacle. It is, however, a valuable learning 
experience in that a comprehensive understanding 
of the world as a whole comes from looking at it

from many different points of view, including 
those that may seem incredibly strange and distant.
It seems that there are good reasons for bringing 
more minorities to this school, but is it a 
feasible project, given the amount of work it 
would require? There are many factors involved 
in the situation, some solely due to society 
in general, some peculiar to St. John's. The 
college has traditionally been a school for 
the white middle class sector of our society, 
though it was not necessarily planned that 
way. And though tradition may be difficult 
to change, change is essential if St. John's 
is to break away from its insidious descent 
into Aryan elitism.

In recent years, the admissions office has been 
doing a lot of work to recruit more minorities 
in their efforts to generate a more diverse 
student population. In order to be more effective,
Marsha Drennon, Director of Admissions, has been 
trying to make changes in student recruitement 
procedures, since a major obstacle seems to 
be that few minorities ever hear about St. John's.
Tlie college has several methods for gaining ac
cess to prospective students, the first 
of which is tlirogh "namebuying" from the 
College Scholarship Service. The CSS com
piles lists of students names and addresses 
from their SAT records, then classifies them 
according to the biographical information 
provided by the students; this is information
-that^-includes the-student'-s -agsr--sex, race,____________
college interests, high school acheivements, 
area of residence, and more. Colleges then set 
parameters on the type of lists they xvant based 
on these specifications.
St. John's does not make any specifications 
based on race, however, it does determine these 
parameters by analysing the type of student that 
is already at St. John's. In other words, it 
buys these lists according to the biographical 
data it reconstructs from the students that have 
already shown a strong interest in being here 
because they've stayed for three years or so. This 
seems like a smart and reasonable idea, but 
it has definite drawbacks. This sort of system 
generates a trend in homogeniety of the student 
population because
population because the only students that find out about St 
about St. John's are those wo already fit into a certain 
mold. Year after year the St. John's introductory bro- 
brochures go to the same places, most of which are 
predominantly white middle class.
The admissions office is trying to change this,
Marsha Drennon is trying to incluia other types

continued on page 11



Although bickering continues between 
Phillipino President Corazon Aguino and her 
outspoken defense minister Juan Ponce Enrile, 
a tentative constitution has been drafted 
and is expected to be approved by January.
The constitutional committee chose a bicameral 
government with a House and Senate legislature 
similar to the one in the U.S. The fear of 
Marcos' rule has prompted certain stipulations 
such as only a 1/3 vote in the House can start 
impeachment proceedings. In order to prevent 
the power of factions however, a vote of 2/3 
of the Senate is necessary for actual impeach
ment. The constitution protects hirnian rights 
and has measures designed to prevent only 
a two party system. 10% of those elected 
to the legislature must represent groups such 
as women, peasants and the urban poor. Abortion 
is tactfully made illegal by saying "life 
begins at conception." Also controversial 
is the measure calling for a nuclear free 
zone, "consistent with the national interest."
If such an interest does exist,the future 
of U.S. bases in the Phillipines may be in 
jeopardy.

The August 25th Wall Street Journal carried 
a story about possible U.S. military actions 
against Libya. It later proved not only to 
be unfoimded but a deliberate attempt by the 
administration to make Gaddafi believe another 
attack \ms pending. The disinformation campaign 
was condemned by the press who felt itself 
an unwitting tool of propaganda. Secretary 
of State Spokesman Bernard Kalb resigned over 
the incident.

A measure approved by the House-Senate 
conference committee proposed the following- 
as tentative legislation to curb the flow 
of illegal immigration
1) Employer sanctions against businesses
2) Amnesty for aliens who lived here prior 
to January 1, 1982
3) Free legal aid to tem^rary farm workers
4) Prevent discrimination of Hispanics while 
they await legal status
5) Increased border patrol
6) Funds to educate formerly illegal residents

The U.S. Congress overrode President 
Reagan's veto and initiated sanctions against 
South Africa's apartheid government. The 
sanctions ban all new American investment.
It also prohibits the importing of steel, 
iron products and uranium, as well as the 
landing rights of South African Airways in 
the U.S. The U.S. sanctions follow sanctions 
already instituted by all other European nations 
except Britain. The law does not reguire 
companies now doing business in South Africa 
to divest but recently such American giant 
corporations as Exxon, Texaco, Ford, IBM 
and Warner Communications chose to do so.
GM withdrew citing its disapproval of apartheid 
but GM has also lost money in its South African 
plants since 1982.

On October 7th the Sandinistas shot 
down an American transport plane that was 
delivering supplies to the Contras. T\ra Americans 
and a Nicaraguan were killed, but an American, 
Eugene Hasanfus survived and tos captured.
It was later learned that the crew as well 
as the plane all had been used previously 
in CIA operations. The capture revealed a 
network of illegal CIA operations where supplies 
are flown through El Salvador. Hasanfus is 
currently on trial and faces up to thirty 
years in Nicaraguan prison.

RLDNEWS
UPDATE

On October 11th history was almost made.
It almost happened in Reykjavik, the capitol 
of Iceland. President Reagan met Soviet leader 
Gorbachev for what was originally scheduled 
as a pre-summit, a meeting to set the agenda 
for a later full scale summit in the U.S.
The focus of the meeting changed however when 
Gorbachev presented a series of proposed arms 
reductions.

He suggested a cutting of strategic arsenals 
by 5(^/o (this includes intercontinental ballistic 
missiles as well as missiles on bombers and 
submarines) and total elimination of intermediate 
range nuclear forces (INF) based in Europe.
In return, Gorbachev demanded an extension 
of ten years to the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Treaty. This would effectively eliminate 
production of "Star Wars" type weapons, since 
the treaty bans "weapons of any new type which 
would provide military superiority to that 
side."

Reagan and his advisors admitted to 
being caught by surprise by the proposal, 
and agreed to a tentative ceiling of 6,000 
strategic nuclear warheads with 1,600 launchers. 
The next day they agreed to a ten year extension 
of the ABM treaty and also added that at the 
end of the ten years both sides would agree 
to the total, elimination of ballistic nuclear 
missiles. Gorbachev not only agreed to this 
but suggested they also eliminate nuclear

_ _____ weapons carried by bombers and cruise missiles.
But he made it clear the entire proposal hinged 
on n strict interpretation of the ABM treaty 
which would restrict "Star Wars" research 
to the laboratory. The deal was unacceptable 
to Reagan, who described "Star Wars" as "America's 
insurance policy that the Soviets will begin 
living up to the arms control agreements."
Reagan said "Star Wars" was what brought the 
Soviets to the bargaining table and the "key 
to a world free of nuclear blackmail," and 
that they will come back. The failure raises 
some guestions. If SDI is a bargaining chip 
as Reagan has often maintained it is, why 
didn't he cash it in? Will congressmen who 
conceded to support the President on SDI continiie 
to do so?

In the hoopla surrounding Reykjavik as 
people argue whether Reagan should have agreed 
to the deal or not one wonders if the fundamental 
issue of arms reduction was washed aside.
Namely, is total elimination of nuclear weapons 
a desirable or sane policy to pursue? After 
all we are not the only nations with nuclear 
capacity. How would the balance of powers 
be affected by such an agreement? Such guestions 
should, at least, be raised before we let
ourselves be swept away in enthusiastic 
support.

_ While returning from a summit of "frontline" 
African States the plane carrying Mozambican 
President Samosa Machel crashed just inside 
South Africa, killing 33, including Machel.
Machel has led the country since Ifozambigue 
gained independence from Portugal in 1975.
He TOs a Marxist and received arms from the 
Soviet Union to combat the guerilla movement 
funded by South Africa, which has been battling 
Machel's government. Allegations of South 
African involvement in the crash are as yet 
unfounded, but a group of international civil 
aviation experts vns called to examine the

- Ted Merz
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PRIMAL.
A boomerang in flight will return to 

the hand after having sliced the air to 
ribbons. These ribbons flutter above 
John Ange’s head as he leans his ear towards 
Sophie’s mouth. Hands in pockets, body 
obtusely angled, pointed shoes parallel, 
he does not move. She does not shrink 
av;ay. Sitting bolt upright in a chair,
Scott whispering wickedly at the back 
of her head, John's unyielding ear before 
her lips, Sophie expresses moans, sighs, 
trills, whimpers.

I have been invited to watch one 
of John’s rehersals for Harold Pintar's 
Intense play, "One For the Road," two 
of the actors being Sophie Romano and 
Scott Cuthbert. Actually, I asked.

I asked to watch and I feel like
a voyeur. Sophie is now the murmuring 
voice in Scott's ear, compelling him to 
writhe, wail, lick his lips and pant. 
Nightmares of psychotic acting therapy 
flash through my mind. "They’ll dance 
naked. They'll start an orgy. They’ll 
ask me to join them. Oh, Lord. " I realize 
how ridiculous I am being, yet I grab 
my pen and notebook and sit in a chair 
off to the si.de, hoping to dissolve into 
the curtains of the JCR. The whispering 
continues steadily beneath the raw, vocal 
excitement. I ara Harriet the Spy, behind 
her-qlass6;s, peering through a crack in 
the wall, writing in BIG BLOCK LETTERS.
I BET HE HAS POINTED TOES IN THOSE POINTED 
SHOES.

"DON’T THINK ABOUT OBSTACLES. NO 
OBSTACLES. GO." Scott begins interrogating 
Sophie who is sitting in the chair, head 
between her knees, without words, using 
only the vocal quality of emotion to express 
herself. She struggles against Scott's 
hand at the back ,of her neck, and quickly 
fights her way out of the chair. Scott, 
script in one hand, yellow hair in the 
other, forces her to the ground and sits 
on her.

"Didn't work. Something wasn't right," 
my mind automatically clicks. "She should 
have stayed in the chair." As if in answer 
to my fleeting judgement, John sails down 
from the bookshelves where he has been 
perching, and ends the struggle. "I've
got it," he says, and ties Sophie to the 
chair with a necktie. The fencers in 
the hallway pause to look in as John dims 
the lights. "Let's change your objective," 
tightening the knot, "to, 'I'll be good.'" 
Sophie nods a quick assent and they begin 
again.

Nothing’s the Same
A play in two acts
Written and directed by Melissa White 
Friday, December S ' 8:00pm
Sunday, December 7 - 7:00pm 

Great Hall

MOTIVATION

As a director, John refrains from 
saying,"No. Wrong." Directing is fine, 
sailing between two shores. First, it 
is a practice of looking at actions separated 
from other actions - the tableau, the 
movement against the backdrop, the whisper 
against the wail. Second, it is translating 
this vision to another without merely 
negating the previous action. How to 
use what has already been given? How 
to shape what already exists? The director 
must take into account the gentle breezes 
as well as the strong headwinds of the 
actor’s offering. One method, John's 
technique, is to perpetuate these winds 
and gusts.

He becomes the inner voice of the 
character and works from that angle - 
not the gestures, not the vocal tone 

and quality, but the actual voice: hate, 
terror, confusion. He paces in straight 
lines through his repertoire of director's 
"excercises" and chooses the one that 
will bring the character to the surface 
and straight through the very skin of 
the actor.

The scene begins anew. Sophie screams; 
Scott laughs; "Yes," proclaims John, now 
standing on a chair. The sound of clashing 
steel is heard from the hallway.

The motivation of the character is primal; 
the words of the script are secondary.
The script is the window frame through 
which the clouds pass. I am more at ease 
now, being the one who watches and silently 
judges the clouds themselves without the 
security of the frame. I lay down my 
pen and listen.A new scene. John stalks. Stops.
" How much time?" "Fifteen minutes.
His pointed shoes begin the stride again.
With abusive taunts, Scott tries to irritate 
Sophie. Still tied to the chair, she 
throws her foot out at him; he laughs 
and jumps away. She calmly waits for 
the next assignment."I have it." John grabs a wool scarf 
and blindfolds Sophie as Scott comments 
upon his preference for trussed women.
Again the foot is kicked. This time both 
John and Scott jump back. His hands placed

continued on page 11
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Set design for "The Knee Plays" by 
Rilitzer Prize nominee, Robert Wilson.

Set design for "The Knee Plays" by 
Jesse Hale, age 8.

KNEE jerks ^
Some friends and I went to Alberquerque 

several weeks ago to see "The Knee Plays",* a 
section of the opera, the CIVIL warS (sic) by 
Robert Wilson. The music and v/ords of the 
plays were written by ^^avid Byrne, the lead 
member of the pop rock group The Talking Heads.
Knee plays are the joints between vaudville 
shows; these plays serve Wilson in the same 
way, between the segnents for the acts of his 
opera. I went because I had heard a great deal 
about it, but I must say I was disappointed.
Hoping to find something new, innovat5.ve, and 
exciting, I found instead a sii^le drama molested 
by l3rrics whose connection to the drama was 
completely imaccountable. What I did see at 
the Kirao Theatre was not art, but a cultural 
event. There was a play on stage, and on the 
side, music was being played by a small ensemble 
dressed frcm head to toe in black, and also words 
VTere being spoken in a dry ironic tone by a 
narrator (also dressed in black). But there was 
no connection. I t appeared to be a random 
coincidence that this music and these words were 
on stage at the same time as these actors.
Are we to believe this random mess is art? I do 
not deny that each part was well done singularly, 
but together they became confusing and only served 
to distract attention.

The play is set on a sparse stage, and the 
actors mime a minimalistic but beautiful dance 
viiich represents the passing of history. A tree 
falls, people carve fron it a boat, they sail until 
a storm sinks their boat. Other people haul the 
boat from the water and read the graffiti which 
has been carved into it, from this they make a 
book. A man reads the book and a tree grows. There 
is a syniiietry and oeauty to this simple depiction 
of history, but to this Byrne's Talking Head's 
type lyrics about cars, and business, clothes, T.V., 
and food have no place. The Ijrrics are engaging 
and novel to someone unfamiliar with B57me'^s work, 
but here they distract the audience from a silent* 
and poetic account of history with excursions to 
shopping malls.

Critics have praised the work, but it seems to 
me to be a bit of a sham. A performance given for 
the applause because they know we would be too 
^^^^^^ssed to dislilie it. One feels the pressure 
of "aren't you cultured enough to appreciate this?"
A quiet reproach, or a simple look of pity is shot 
to those who lag behind in the standing ovation.

We learn from the program that in 1986, Mr. 
V/ilson was the unanimous choice of the drama jury 
for the Pulitzer Prize for his work on the CIVIL warS 
(although the Pulitzer Board declined to give the 
a' ?r:*d) . But the entire work has never even been 
performed! If you are really interested, you 
should talk to Mr. Stickney who really loved it and 
see what he has to say.

- by Tad Merz

lEAlRM AILAMQUAGE in your spare time
Hungarian

fencing master - vivo-mester
charming - bajolo
Xanthippe - Sokrates nejenek nWe
time - ido
sleazy - vekony
onion - haggma
equidistant - egyenlo tavolsaga
buffalo - bival
heaven - menny
car - szeker
nappy - gyapjas
story - tortenet
goal - czel
moon - hold

reny - shine 
leany - maid
Paradicsomi - paradisiacal 
vesz - storm, tempest 
fertozes - pollution
fertelmeskedni - to behave in a disgusting manner 
szei^rmeskedni - to behave modestly 
sugar - ray, radius of a circle 
addig remehyl az ember, mlg benne a lelek - 

while there is life, there is hope.
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OF THE BIATflERER

The blatherer contents himself with parrot 
politics: the "ability” to ]ist the events of 
the day, the week, the year. He dramaticly 
mouths that this or that happened here or there 
accompanied almost always with some vocal 
intonation or facial expression intended to 
express (one p,athers) shock, or, better yet, 
"concern". This "ability" displays nothing but 
the irabecilic pride of its possesor, who not 
only breaks his back to show it off, but who also, 
in doing so, proves how dull and uninspired a 
v/retch he actually is, how common. "V/hat I 
hear, thus I spew," so runs his motto. In 
one orifice and out the other. Though what I 
most often hear from the blatherer seems more 
appropriately expelled through some other less 
visible hole.

I"ra convinced (vmlike the blatherer) that 
a mere list of cvirrent events alone is not only 
practically v/orthless, but positively harmful, 
for the more they're published the more the people 
who read them will tend to believe that such a 
thing, by itself, is all one needs to comprehend 
our political world, the more contentedly they 
will settle into their easy chairs, sip their 
evening martini (or Schlitz, as the class may 
be) secure that in their "ability" to mindlessly 
recite the events of fashionable political cauldrons 
their fes^nsTbility To society is met.

"Fiiit," shrieks the blatherer, "dont you 
CARE that people are being repressed and exploited?"

And I, desperately endeavoring to disguise 
my blood-fury behind a frail veil of calm urbanity, 
will, clenching ray teeth, thus reply:

"Of course I do, but knowing merely that 
its happening, wont help me change it."

Granted, awareness of suffering is a 
general neccesity, but those who stop there without probing v^y and how such things happen 
(as precious fev7 journalists do) might as well 
never have begun. Simply regurgitating a 
media-processed list of current events in South 
Africa, Nicaragua, Mexico (or wherever else it 
happens to be chic this week to blather of) is 
akin to observine a sick man and merely naming his 
symptoms which, even if one also blathers 
endlessly about how sorry one is for him, 
does nothing towards the comprehension of 
his disease, let alone the prescription of 
a cure, both of idiich require not only genuine 
concern but some degree of intellectual 
dexterity or diagnostic power. Conciousness of 
of political events themselves (which any 
literate idiot can acquire) and exclamations 
of disgust and concern (which any bad actor 
can perform) are impxDtent without penetration

into the principles behind the states of affairs 
we profess to abhor. Only a tight intellectual 
clutch on the causes will allow us to stop the 
effects, for if we cannot see the causes, being 
myopically focused on this mornings horror 
in Iran or Israel (or wherever else about which 
it happens to be stylish to prate) we cannot 
treat them.

The rest of this article proposes the 
elucidation of one such principle.
SUBTLE SLAVERY

"ifen must be caressed or annihilated," so runs 
Machiavelli's maxim. Simple slavery, ^vhich 
neither caresses nor fully annihilates, consists 
of a threat (whipping) presented as the inevitable 
result of not following an order ("Pick cotton!"). 
This is an aversive technique making it 
quite clear to the slave that he is the sad 
recipient of cruelty, thus implanting in his 
master the fear of revolt. None of this makes 
for a good working relationship, and the very 
best slave driver (who's got Machiavelli 
inscribed on his soul) is much more siibtle.

His method is to discover some thing he 
can have produced with little effort or cost, 
create a desperate need for that thing in a mass 
of people, and then trade the satiation of 
that need (i.e., that thing for which he created 
the need) for anything he wants. That is the 
principle of subtle slavery.

J.WU tJxcuupiKfci ior i±JLuscracion:
The narcotics trade. Heroin, Cocaine,

Tobacco, all can be produced cheaply, dirt
cheaply. Once they're made fashionable, one 
has one million Americans possessed of a desperate 
need, a mountain of gold: masses begging to 
be enslaved. Addiction means profit." Now 
the master can sell small amounts for exorbitant 
prices and, to frost his cake, receive the thanks 
of those he exploits. Which brings me to the great 
advantage of this method. It brings with it, 
bom of dependence, the devotion of the slave, 
and thus frees the master of the fear of revolt, 
for it ensures that the exploitation seems, 
frcm the point of view of the exploited, as if 
they are being done a great favor. This is best 
expressed by my second example.

American Southwest sweat-shops. Here the 
master may notice poverty of hop)e and opportunity 
south of Texas, and, from the kindness of his 
heart, bring a knot of thankful Mexicans across 
the border. These unfortunates, vdiile thanking 
their great white master for bringing them into 
the land of milk and honey, remain oblivious to 
what he has done to them. They have been 
chosen, and a desperate need has been generated.
Here they are, illegal aliens, hunted by the police, 
unable to speak English, confronted with bigotry, 

cold, unable to acquire work. Ah, but the 
benvolence of their master is even deeper than 
they expected. WTiy, he'll allow them to work
sixteen hours a day for one dollar an hour in his 
lovely clothing factory! " Como podemos pagarle?
Le de bemos todo!" Case closed. Slaves possessed.

Just as if one looked carelessly at colliding 
bodies the physical principle of the Conservation 
of Energy would remain unnoticed, so a shoddy 
examination of any given horrendous fact leaves 
unapparent the political principle allowing its 
occurance, such as the one displayed above’. The 
vmderstanding of political principles is an 
absolutely necessary prerequisite to the eradication 
of atrocity, for only then can we know 
what action to take. About a list of current 
events we can only talk. About their cavises we 
can act.

- John Ange



Absent by Absence

It's one of those mornings (again)... 
the alarm clock goes off, and a loud moan 
is heard coming from underneath a large quantity 
of covers. A hand slowly, gropingly reaches 
out from under the warm, protective shell 
putting a halt to the obnoxious, consistent 
clamor. Afteir an extensive pause filled with 
multiple moans, groans and obscene grumblings, 
Desdemona Orlinsky cautiously sticks her head 
out from under the covers, glandes at the 
clock (8:50 a.m. it reads in bright sadistically 
cheerful red flashes) and then extends an 
instantly chilled hand and lifts the shade, 
surveying the weather prospects for the day 

overcast and gloomy, cold-looking — brrr... 
Following another string of the above mentioned

profanities, she begins contemplating the 20 lines of Greek that are supposed to 
be translated by 9:00 and the Ptolemy proof 
that will somehow have to be demonstrated 
at 10:30, not to mention the tedious seminar 
reading that must be intellectually and thoughtfully 
pondered over and' discussed later on that 
day. She is suddenly struck by extreme nausea 
accompanied by a splitting headache, as instant 
paralysis overtakes her body. She feels her 
sweaty forehead and is convinced she has been 
instantly attacked by a lethal illness. "I 
suppose I should call the nurse., or something..." 
she thills, slowly sinking down into the refuge 
of the inviting covers and their cozy protective 
little world.

Later on that day, a note is slipped 
under the Assistant Dean’s door: ^

Dear Mr. Miller:
Please excuse my absence fron 
life and the above-mentioned 
tutorials and seminar today.
I felt death coming on and there
fore thought it best to refrain 
from any activities that might 
strain itQf extremely precarious 
condition. It should be all better 
tcsnorrow.

A heap o' thanks,
Desdemona Orlinsky, esq.

^ Meanwhile, Ms. Orlinsky's tutors have 
dutifully recorded her offensive and highly 
detrimental absences on ominous little forms 
previously distributed by the Assistant Dean. 
After all the dayjs classes are through, each 
and every tutor will conscientously pour over 
their roll books, making certain that Ms. 
^^li'^sky has not exceeded her generous three 
unexcused absence limit in that particular 
tutorial, or two unexcused absence limit in

seminar. This information is also recorded, 
and the entire ritual repeated daily for each 
and every student in each and every class.
This continues until Friday afternoon, when 
all good tutors deposit the incriminating 
forms in the locked wooden boxes, conveniently 
l^ated for just this purpose in both major 
classroom buildings.

Later on that Friday afternoon the efficient 
hard-working student aid faithfully collects 
this wealth of vital information and indis
criminately and meticulously records it on 
personalized absence cards in the Assistant 
^an's office. Soon following this, Mr. Miller 
himself goes through each and every absence, 
marking whether they are to be excused or 
not, based on nurse's explanations, students 
notes, and tutor's recommendations.

But what of Ms. Orlinsky?" you ask 
eagerly awaiting with bated breath to hear 
of the fate of our noble heroine. Well, faithful 
readers, I^. Orlinsky became so disillusioned 
by all this that she took a month's insanity 
leave and is spending her time basket weaving 
in a Buddhist monastery.

C^CCUfO/D
Saturday, November 22 
7:00 p.m.:

BROTHER SUN, SISTER MOON
An exquisitely beautiful film that focuses 

on the early life of St. Francis of Assisi; 
Zefirelli presents opulent photographic essays 
on the glory of creation, filmed on location 
in Tuscany. Director: Franco Zefirelli.
Color, 1973, 2hrs.
9:00 p.m.: RCMEO AND JULIET

This film demonstrates how exhilarating 
the e^qjerience of watching a Shakespearean 
play can be. This Rcmeo and Juliet lives 
on the truth of its characters rather than 
on simply the splendoiir of its lines; it is 
magnificent as a scholarly interpretation, 
as pure entertainment, and as one of the most 
beautiful and sensuous films ever made. 
Director; Franco Zefirelli. Color, 1968,
2hrs, 18min.

- Sara Catania

Saturday, December 6 
7:00 p.m.;

A DAY AT THE RACES
Dr. Hugo Z. Hackenbush's (Groucho's) 

medical examination of hypochondriac Miss 
Bnily Upjohn, Harpo and Chico's mad endeavors 
as wallpaper hangers, Chico selling race tips 
to Groucho, Groucho's "Telephone, Mr. Whitmore" 
routine, and other such adventures make A 
Day at the Races the Marx Brothers' most hilarious 
effort. Director: Sam Wood. B&W, 1937, Ihr, 49min.
9:00 p.m.;

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
The Marx Brothers considered this their 

best film and the "stateroom" sequence is 
the funniest five minutes in screen history. 
Director: Sam Wood. B&W, 1935, Ihr, 33min.



A Moik:st Proposal,
DIRECTED AT IMPROVING SEMINAR RELATIONS

The intent of this proposal is to improve 
the productivity of the seminar. The seminar 
is marred by many things, disrespect of other 
people and their ideas, and an irreverantly 
high concern for ones own, being the chief 
problems. These problems manifest themselves 
in a nefarious way. The function of seminar 
is to listen to and explore other's ideas, as 
well as to expound on ones own. Unfortunately, 
this seldom happens. People have a tendency 
to hear what they want, father than what is said. 
Likewise they have a tendency to say what they 
want, rather than what is meant. The result 
of this is that few, if any, people know what 
anyone has said. Including themselves, and yet 
are firmly convinced that they do. The cause 
of this problem is that few people feel 
responsible for the utterings that usher from 
their mouths. Rather it seems that people act 
and speak as a faulty kitchen faucet might in 
the hands of a chimpanzee. The unwitting 
chimp is bombarded with an irregular and 
Inconsistent flow of water; sometimes hot, 
sometimes cold; full of air, spewing forth 
its liquid in a frenzy to reach every corner 
of the room. Finally the poor chimp overcomes 
his surprise and horror of the malicious 
Inundater and attempts to quell the watery 
serpent; to his dismay he discovers that the 
faucet is entirely consistent in its performance. 
In short, it refuses to respond to the command 
of the handle, and rather responds in a manner 
directly contrary. Unfortunately the chimp is 
unable to escape; trapped, silenced and finally 
drowned. The faucet, unable to contain the joy 
of its victory, overreacts, bursting its pipes 
it becomes a bubbling, frothy mass of water, 
twisted metal, mud and slime.

To return to the question at hand, I 
believe it is precisely the lack of a feeling 
of responsibility for ones own words that 
produce this result. Therefore some means 
of fostering this feeling is necessary in the 
seminar. I propose the institution of the 
"Gladiator Option". The mechanics of the option 
are simple, it consists of a source of electrical 
power, sufficient wiring for each seat in the 
room, and a small red button situated directly 
in front of each member of the seminar. The 
procedure and execution of the option is also 
simple. Because few of us seem able to foster 
a mental responsibility for our own words, then 
it is necessary that this be enforced through 
physical stimulation, i.e. pain. The seminar

SHOCKIN'HINIS
From Mr. Schockey of Schockey's Coin-op Latindzy
1) Put the soap at the bottom, before you 
put your clothes in, and let a little water 
dissolve it. (Not on top of the clo'thes!)
2) Don't mess with the agitator caps.
This will disrupt the mechanics of the machines 
and they might do terrible things to your 
clothes.
3) For a really clean wash, use bleach 
in the rinse cycle as a disinfectant.

would, out of a fear of pain, (as Hobbes has 
so eloquently shown to be our true motivating 
force), would become a more civil, cohesive, 
and functioning group. Each individual member 
would have in his power the means to enforce 
a feeling of collective responsibility. At 
any time when at least 75% of the red buttons 
were pushed, the offending speaker would be 
delivered a humbling and painful surge of 
electricity directly into the seat of his or 
her pants.

Some might argue that the "Option" would 
foster malicious backbiting in the seminar.
I propose that it would in fact produce the 
opposite result. Because each member.
Including the tutors, is both the master and 
victim of the "Option", it would rather create 
a healthy respect in the utilization of it, 
and a concern and regard for ones own words, 
lest it be used on them. I also contend that 
this system would enhance the listening 
skills of each member, for misrepresentation 
of anothers ideas would constitute a lack of 
responsibility. Finally, one more provision 
need be made that would entirely eradicate the 
possibility of malicious revenge. At any time 
when only one button was pushed the charge would 
be directed at him, and the charge would be 
increased each time the same individual was 
the sole pusher. It might be found that such 
an individual's desire to inflict pain on others 
is greater than the loathing of it in himself.
In such a case, on the fourth offense, a charge 
would be delivered that would reduce him to 
a smoking pile of charred ash, thus removing 
the offending being from the seminar altogether.

- Jeremy Parfitt

* TASTER’S CHOICE *

VThat do you think of when you first hear 
of "Whirl-a-Whip"? Good ice cream? Think 
again. This place's gimmick is to whip a 
whirl of flavor (your choice) into the ice 
cream. The problem isn't in the whirling, 
its in what is whirled. Their base ice cream 
is foul. You could do better at home with 
Big K ice cream, old halloween candy, 
some generic imitation chocolate syrup and 
a something to stir it with. O.K., now 
that we've dealt with the product, let's 
think about the atmosphere... it couldnt 
be better. I think we all realize that 
nothing compliments a fine ice cream better 
than the smell of aged luncheon meat. Yes;, 
at Whirl-a-Whip I can get liverwurst and a 
double scoop of my choice. Perhaps with a 
little incentive, it would be possible to 
convince one of the friendly Whirl-a-Whip 
counterclerks to whirl me a special cone.
The ham-pimento loaf special, vanilla based, 
of course, for esthetic reasons, with mustard 
on the side. If I've tittllated your taste 
buds, then maybe you're a Whirl-a-Whip kind 
of person.

- Linda Berkowitz



angelic
Last Friday, I watched a stray kitten 

dying in our flower bed. My heart was touched, 
not by death or pain, but those together with 
the memory of the day before, of its graceless 
meowing, innocent, hopeful frolicking. It 
could not stay: we had two cats already.

It reappeared next morning, barely 
able to move; battered, ancient, injured 
near to death. It hobbled to the doormat; 
next time we looked, it lay on its side in the 
dirt, sheltered by the juniper bush. I asked, 
then knew, it was better to let it die than 
to kill it, even if I had been able to bring 
myself to kill it.

Oiir son, age 11, had bonded with it, 
carrying it from house to house the day before, 
looking for its home. If my heart was touched,
his would be ravaged. Should it be? No, 
we decided. I called the City, and a kind, 
thin, tall, uniformed man took it away to 
finish dying, or to be put away. Convenient, 
so to put away our sorrow.

Minorities continued from page 2

of students in the "name buying." But since the 
two campuses share the lists they must agree on the 
parameters and no agreement has been reached yet.
Another factor connected with this is that more 
often than not minorities are of a lower economic 
bracket, so that when receiving a brochure from a 
$12,000 a year institution, it is usually dis- 
regarded. In past years the introductory brochure was 
not explicit about providing financial aid to 
meet any students need. This year, however, Ms.
Drennon is including information on availability 
of financial aid and the college's determination to 
procure it for any student who wants to attend 
the college but cannot afford it. It is essential 
to include information about financial aid with 
the first piece of St. John's information that 
might be recieved by a student of a lower economic 
level, otherwise they won't even look beyond the first 
page.
Two other methods the college has for contacting 
students are through college fairs and by visiting 
the high schools themselves. Both of these can be 
effective in recruitingsstudents, though both have 
their drawbacks where the recruitment of minorities is 
concerned. College fairs are held in major cities across 
the country, many of which have a very high minority 
population. However, minority attendance at these fairs 
is not comparable to their population percentage.
These fairs are advertised through radio and newspaper, 
but most students attend because they are encouraged 
to by their high school counselors and administrators.
But these students are usually those who have been classified 
as "college bound", meaning that they also already fit into 
some mold. This affects the college's visits to high schools 
as well because usually only the'college boimd'students 
are encouraged to talk xirith the representatives. The people 
in the admissions office have been trying to re-educate 
high school administrators on this issue, by informing them 
that St. John's is not necessarily interested in only the SAT 
over-achievers and advanced placement students.

Although the administration is making changes, there 
still remains much to be done. Pat Preib, who generously 
supplied the information for this article, encourages students 
to visit high schools (usually their alma mater, but not 
necessarily) and talk to students as they can - this is a 
particularly good idea for St. John's students Tvho graduated 
from inner-city, or high minority schools.

But perhaps the most effective change would be in the 
iiTay we think, it is essential to find ways to learn from people 
as well as from books and to see value in their varied ideas 
and beliefs of different cultures. By learning to go beyond 
the limits of our own thought we can gain a more comprehensive 
and expansive view of the world.

trust
A part of me, well hidden, sought to weep. 

Why? In asking why,‘I thought of a photograph 
of a crying infant next to its war-killed 
mother; of a child, isolated and terrified, 
alone in a hospital bed; of a torture chamber 
whose dread beyond pain and death is of 
malice and betrayal. It was not the pain and 
death of a kitten, but its sudden death of 
innocence, of play, of trust.

Each reading of the daily news is 
such a death, but slower, and so is growing 
into human, living in forgotten heartbreak 
of separation from mother, from father, 
from God, from innocence, from unconditioned 
trust. Angelic trust is not for this world, 
but my heart still longs when I let it.
For myself in that kitten, and for a world that 
never was, I wept.

Hans von Briesen Jr.

Primal Motivation from page 4

firmly on the arms of her chair, John
leans into the boomerang angle and begins
talking slowly and quietly to Sophie,
who turns her blind face towards the hypnotic
voice. The air is quiet, the ribbons
aie still. It is almost time to add words.
One phrase. Sophie is allowed one sentence;
I don't know. Objective: I'll be good.
Words; I don't know.

"Find something to struggle against." 
Scott crouches at Sophie's feet. "I need 
something to grab," he searches her body.
Not my right foot," she says protectively. 
"Hands," says John, holding two wrists.
"Talk to each other. Remember’ when we 
did this? Now - at first - no words.
Just hands..." The hands struggle. White 
palms flash, fingers grasp threateningly.
John whispers at Sophie's ear, "I'm so 
scared. He could do anything to me, I 
cannot leave. There's no way to escape.
He could..." Her clenched chin and blinded 
eyes lift in anxiety. At Scott's ear, 
the words, "I...am...God. I...penetrate!" 
Scott grins and howls, forcing her fingers 
backwards. Between the blond head, the 
red head, John slithers back and forth 
like the primordial snake. Now he is 
Adam. Now Eve. Terrified. Certain.

His hands leave his side as he takes 
a backward step. * "Now," his fingers play 
upon the invisible ribbons of the tense 
air, "...work." The words, held back 
in anticipation, rise to frame the restless 
motion of the contending hands. "Have 
they been raping you?" Nicolas growls.
"How many times? How many times?" He 
laughs. Gila screams, "I don't know!"

A fencer, sword and mask in hand, 
moves to open the door to the JCR. Without 
m.oving from his angular, pointed concentration, 
John points to him directly and makes 
a slash in the air. His mouth forms the 
syllable, "No.” The quizzical fencer 
backs away.

Diana Palmer - Melissa White
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